
Case
Study

Optimizing the application performance and content
delivery mechanism to cater to the needs of 1000s of
cosmopolitan fans during popular events like the Olympics,
Swim Series, and Swimming World Cup. 
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Optimizing app
performance for the most
sought after swimming
federation events



Technology Stack

iOS - Swift

Python Flask

Android - Kotlin

Fastly

AWS Code Pipeline Jmeter

Bitrise TeamCity MySQL

Managed Engineering teams

Mobile Application Development

Services

Performance and Load

Testing 

DevOps Engineering 

Services Used
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Having users around the world accessing the ongoing tournaments data, it
is important to have content delivery and caching mechanism in place to
handle all the requests effectively and efficiently.

The mobile app frontend
architecture was not scalable
and did not follow any design
pattern like MVVM or MVP
which made code less
readable and bug fixing &
feature enhancement much
harder.

Scaling up frontend mobile
app architecture

Inherited the code which was
not regularly upgraded to
support the latest devices and
standards, followed bad
architectural decisions made it
difficult to scale and improve.

Upgrading the code to
support the latest devices
and standards

Meeting the success criteria
set by WCAG 2.0 specifically
for Mobile applications and
ensuring that people with
disabilities can access this
app

Meeting WCAG 2.0
standards

Automating build and release
cycles to push frequent updates
to the app store and play store
by utilizing best CI/CD practices
for mobile apps

Adopting CI/CD practices
for seamless app updates

Challenges



Client sought to create an

engaging, fan-centric

experience through a mobile

application to bring fans closer

to the athletes and events.

The app features biographies &

profiles of 25000+ athletes and

has a comprehensive results

section for both live and

historical events, dating back to

2000.

We've helped them to optimize

the performance of their app

through various performance

load testing techniques to

accommodate the cosmopolitan

user load.  

Our 
Solution



Simform provided us
with experienced
programmers who were
able to hit the ground
running and begin
contributing
immediately. 

Product Manager
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Delivering the responses
to edge devices faster

Set up CDN and cached
content to cater users from
different parts of the world in a
better way. By using Fastly's
caching infrastructure with an
adaptive TTL algorithm, the
application was able to deliver
responses to edge devices
70% faster than hitting the
origin server for each request.

Setting up CI/CD pipeline &  
optimizing app performance

Optimizing mobile app update
process from hours to minutes
through Bitrise CI/CD and
utilized JMeter for performance
and load testing and checking
the durability of the app under
heavy traffic.

Executed accessibility testing
following WCAG 2.0 standards 

Carried out Accessibility
automation testing to verify 50+
success criteria set by WCAG 2.0
using tools like Espresso Android
and XCUITest

Refactoring the code and
following MVP architecture

Refactored the code, starting
with tuning up a bit and then
gradually replacing large chunks
by writing unit tests, following
MVP architecture, and using the
latest development standards
like Storyboarding, Autolayout,
Constraintlayout and integrating
crash reporting tool

Our Solution
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Quality Engineering
and Testing

DevOps and Infrastructure
Management

Managed Software
Engineering teams

Cloud Native Development
and Modernization

Let's get in touch to extend your
tech team with top talent!

We are 

Simform
Simform is a leading digital

product engineering

company. Over the last

decade, our world-class tech

teams have refined

engineering practices for

Fortune 1000 companies and

successful startups.

Phone

650-353-5795

Email

hello@simform.com

111 N Orange Ave Suite 800
Orlando, FL 32801

Address

www.simform.com
Website

https://www.simform.com/services/software-testing/
https://www.simform.com/services/devops/
https://www.simform.com/services/devops/
https://www.simform.com/services/software-development/
https://www.simform.com/services/cloud-development/
https://www.simform.com/contact/?utm_source=csdownload&utm_medium=cta&utm_campaign=CaseStudy
https://www.simform.com/

